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In this article, we propose a real-time anomaly detection framework for an NoC-based many-core architecture. We assume that processing cores and memories are safe and anomaly is included through a communication medium (i.e., router). The article targets three different attacks, namely, traffic diversion, route
looping, and core address spoofing attacks. The attacks are detected by using machine-learning techniques.
Comprehensive analysis on machine-learning algorithms suggests that Support Vector Machine (SVM) and
K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) have better attack detection efficiency. It has been observed that both algorithms
have accuracy in the range of 94% to 97%. Additional hardware complexity analysis advocates SVM to be
implemented on hardware. To test the framework, we implement a condition-based attack insertion module;
attacks are performed intra- and intercluster. The proposed real-time anomaly detection framework is fully
placed and routed on Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA. Postplace and -route implementation results show that SVM
has 12% to 2% area overhead and 3% to 1% power overhead for the quad-core and 16-core implementation,
respectively. It is also observed that it takes 25% to 18% of the total execution time to detect an anomaly in
transferred packets for quad-core and 16-core, respectively. The proposed framework achieves 65% reduction
in area overhead and is 3 times faster compared to previous published work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, there has been significant research on hardware security. The system
can be secured by two means: software and hardware. The software security layer, such
as antivirus scanners, can be easily bypassed by hardware anomaly [Karri et al. 2010],
whereas detecting an anomaly in hardware is very complex considering the increasing
transistor count and system complexity. Furthermore, in a given system, hardware is
more vulnerable to the attacks and gives more flexibility to the attacker. Increases
in attackers’ skills and resources and hardware-oriented attacks led researchers to
build robust hardware against new security threats [Potlapally 2011]. To fix hardware
anomalies before production, many researchers have proposed Security Development
Life cycle (SDL) [Khattri et al. 2012; Potlapally 2011], but with increasing product
complexity, it is extremely difficult to detect all the hardware vulnerabilities using
SDL.
The anomaly inclusion can be classified based on five important aspects: phase in IC
design life cycle affected, hardware abstraction level affected, Trojan activation scheme,
effect on performance, and physical location of Trojan inclusion [Rajendran et al. 2010].
Whereas Trojan detection can be performed at either test time or runtime, in this work,
we assume that anomaly is inserted at the design or fabrication phase by an untrusted
third party. Therefore, the attack insertion hardware cannot get modified. The attack
insertion module is a very small circuit that does not change the functionality or area
or power characteristics of the design. Also, the attack insertion module activates
an attack only if certain conditions are met. Most researchers consider detection of
Trojan at test time; however, Trojans that are activated based on a particular event
can bypass the test-time Trojan detection phase. Runtime Trojan detection considers
escaped Trojans at test time. Therefore, runtime hardware Trojan detection is very
important.
Unfortunately, hardware Trojan activation is a very rare event and its size is relatively small compared to the original design. Therefore, Trojan detection is very challenging. The goal of this article is to detect attacks by using an effective method such
that it has minimal hardware overhead and implementation complexity with a very
high accuracy of detection.
We propose a real-time anomaly detection framework and test for a custom manycore router architecture as a case study that considers different features to detect
malicious inclusions while transferring packets from one core to the other. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first time that an implementation of security in hardware
is approached using a machine-learning algorithm, particularly the SVM method for
anomaly detection in core-to-core communication. This technique can be utilized as
additional security along with the secured procedure. The main contributions to the
research include:
—A novel real-time hardware Trojan detection based on machine-learning techniques
—Feature dataset generation based on hardware behavior and feature optimization
based on correlation analysis and hardware implementation feasibility
—Anomaly detection analysis on most of the commonly used supervised and unsupervised machine-learning algorithms
—Best machine-learning algorithm selection based on anomaly detection accuracy and
hardware complexity analysis
—Efficient hardware implementation of SVM algorithm and its integration with custom many-core router architecture that can target both FPGA and ASIC
—Fully placed and routed implementation of the proposed framework on Xilinx Virtex7 FPGA
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—Test of our proposed real-time security framework for Trojan detection by emulating
real traffic loads on the many-core hardware while randomly injecting anomaly on
the routers
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a survey of related
work. Commonly used supervised learning algorithms and their complexity analysis
are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes our proposed architecture including the
many-core router design, machine-learning algorithm selection, and attack scenarios.
Finally, Section 5 explains the proposed hardware implementation results on Xilinx
Virtex-7 FPGA and its evaluation.
2. BACKGROUND

It has been noted [Rostami et al. 2014, 2013] that Trojan detection techniques can be
classified based on their stage in the IC design life cycle: (1) design time, (2) test time,
and (3) runtime. Design for Trust (DFT) is a design-time detection technique. In this
technique, the existing design is modified to facilitate anomaly detection [Salmani et al.
2012; Shekarian et al. 2013]. Functional tests and side-channel analysis are the most
popular test-time Trojan detection techniques. The Trojan activation is a rare event;
therefore, Trojan detection through functional tests is exhaustive and impractical.
Most of the anomaly detection techniques are proposed focusing on side-channel effect
analysis to detect malicious activity [Yier and Makris 2008a; Zhang et al. 2012; Hu et al.
2013]. However, side-channel analysis-based techniques work well for small circuits,
but not for complex circuits such as Network on Chips (NoCs) [Adamov et al. 2009].
The design-time and test-time techniques are performed before ICs are deployed, but
runtime approaches monitor abnormal behavior of circuit operation to detect Trojans
postdeployment.
Firewall architecture is built to secure NoC architecture at runtime [Fiorin et al.
2008]. Memory accesses are handled on the basis of a lookup table, which contains the
access rights. For protection mechanisms, the paper considers data/control packet format and transactions between initiator and target. The Data Protection Unit (DPU) is
implemented by lookup table, while the protocol conversion and the DPU access are performed in parallel. Therefore, the design has less execution time, but the use of Ternary
Content Address Memory increases the area. The paper assumes that all the data
within the same block have the same permission rights. Also, it considers memories
and other IP cores as safe and that attack is only through the communication medium.
Cotret et al. [2012a] propose bus-based MPSoc security through communication protection. The paper aims for reduction in latency overhead while protecting external
memory units. The threat model is covered using timestamps and read/write memory
accesses. This paper mainly addresses spoofing and relocation attacks. Fiorin et al.
[2009] present security of NoC architecture by monitoring system behavior at runtime.
The paper monitors throughput, timestamps and occurrences of an event. This paper targets reduction in area for monitoring hazards/malicious events. The monitoring
system considered for this paper consists of probe network interfaces and a runtime
manager. It has been observed that probes impact monitoring traffic.
An asynchronous security framework based on four-phase handshake signaling for a
GALS NoC design is proposed in Sadeghi and Mirza-Aghatabar [2014]. The advantage
of asynchronous circuits is taken to reduce hardware overhead. Though asynchronous
circuits provide various advantages such as eliminating clock skew, quick adaption to
new technologies, and reducing dynamic power overhead, they are complex in design
and hence it increases area overhead. The framework secures NoCs, though packet
deadlock attacks recovery.
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Table I. Qualitative Analysis of Different Hardware Runtime Security Architectures

Additional
HW Resource
for Security

Crypto
Features
Anomalous
Inclusions at
Threat Model

Distributed/
Centralized

Cotret et al.
[2012a]
Local
Firewall,
Crypto
Firewall
Yes

Cotret et al.
[2012b]
Local
Firewall,
Crypto
Firewall,
SHA-256
Yes

External
Memory,
Runtime
Spoofing,
Relocation,
Replay

External
Memory,
Runtime
Spoofing,
Relocation,
Replay

Distributed

Distributed

Diguet et al. [2007]
Standard Network
Interface, Security
and Configuration
Manager

Fiorin et al.
[2008]
Data
Protection
Unit (DPU)

Our Work
Attack
Detection
Module
(SVM)

No

No

No

External Memory,
Runtime

BRAM FPGA
Memory,
Runtime
Tampering of
Data and
Instructions
by Cores

Design,
Design Time

Centralized

Centralized

Hijacking,
Extraction of
Secret Information
and Replay,
Incorrect Path,
Deadlock, Livelock
Centralized

Traffic
Diversion,
Routing Loop
and Core
Spoofing

Table I presents a comparison between different hardware runtime security architectures and approaches with our proposed work.
3. MACHINE-LEARNING ALGORITHMS

The aim of this research is to secure a many-core architecture by avoiding anomaly
while keeping lower hardware overhead. We propose to use machine-learning (ML) algorithms to detect anomaly. Adopting ML algorithms can be more effective for softwarebased secured systems than hardware secured systems. Practicing ML for hardware
secured systems faces various issues: (1) relevant features extraction and its hardware implementation feasibility; (2) required number of observations for training data
(memory requirement); (3) hardware complexity of the algorithm; and (4) effective
placement of ML kernel. There are different types of ML algorithms. In this article, we
consider both supervised and unsupervised algorithms for anomaly detection. Securing many-core communication through anomaly detection is a classification problem;
that is, it has two classes: Class 1: Anomaly Detected and Class 0: No Anomaly. In
supervised ML algorithms, the model is trained with a “Training Dataset,” whereas
in unsupervised ML algorithms, datasets are explored to find intrinsic structure
in them.
3.1. Supervised Learning Algorithms

We examined four different Supervised ML classifiers namely, K-Nearest Neighbors
(K-NN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Linear Regression (LR) and Decision Tree
(DT).
—K-Nearest Neighbor (Figure 1(a)) is an nonparametric algorithm; that is, it does not
make any assumptions on underlying datasets. K-NN finds the nearest neighbor
based on Euclidean distance and does majority voting to predict anomaly.
—Support Vector Machine is a quadratic programming problem. It generates the decision surface that can be used for classification. The decision surface is formed by
the closest data points, known as Support Vectors (SVs). To ensure classification performance, the decision boundary should be maximized because data points near the
ACM Journal on Emerging Technologies in Computing Systems, Vol. 13, No. 1, Article 10, Publication date: June 2016.
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Fig. 1. Basic supervised ML algorithms: (A) K-Nearest Neighbor, (B) Support Vector Machine, (C) Linear
Regression, (D) Decision Tree.

decision surface have very uncertain classification. Figure 1(b) shows the graphical
structure of SVM.
—Linear Regression (Figure 1(c)) draws a linear line between the datasets.
—Decision Tree (Figure 1(d)) constructs a tree based on features from the trained
dataset.
Accuracy analysis of supervised algorithms is briefly discussed in Section 4.4.1,
whereas their hardware complexity is discussed in Section 4.4.3.
3.2. Unsupervised Learning Algorithms

Training of supervised learning techniques is more complex than evaluating predictions based on the weight vector/trained model. Unsupervised learning does not require
training; hence, most of the unsupervised learning algorithms have less complexity. In
this article, we perform analysis of four unsupervised machine-learning algorithms:
Simple K-Means, Farthest First, Estimation Maximization, and Hierarchical Clustering. These algorithms are based on clustering. As the name suggests, clustering algorithms group together similar observations in a cluster. The Simple K-Means algorithm
randomly chooses K cluster centers. A cluster is formed by finding the nearest distance
between the features. The Simple K-Means algorithm has less time complexity, but
the choice of randomly chosen initial points has a large influence on anomaly detection
(predictions). In the Farthest First algorithm, the first cluster center is picked randomly, whereas other cluster centers are chosen farthest from each other. Estimation
Maximization is an iterative algorithm, which finds maximum likelihood estimates
of parameters. However, in the Hierarchical Clustering algorithm, hierarchy is built
in a greedy manner. Though unsupervised learning algorithms are less complex, in
Section 4.4.2 we will show that they are inefficient for hardware anomaly detection in
terms of time complexity and accuracy.
4. PROPOSED WORK

In this article, we propose a runtime anomaly detection technique for a custom manycore by using machine-learning techniques. The proposed architecture is application
and network independent and we use the many-core router as a case study. We assume
that IP cores, processing cores, and memories are secured, similar to Fiorin et al. [2008].
Therefore, the many-core is attacked only through the communication network.
4.1. Many-Core Router and Packet Generation

A custom many-core router is designed as a 4-ary tree architecture (with hierarchical
router), as shown in Figure 2. Each router hop forms a cluster of four cores and has
ACM Journal on Emerging Technologies in Computing Systems, Vol. 13, No. 1, Article 10, Publication date: June 2016.
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Fig. 2. (A) Custom many-core architecture with hierarchical router. (B) Layout of single core. (C) Layout of
many-core router, implemented in 65nm TSMC CMOS technology.

five ports. Each port communicates with processing cores, except the fifth port, which
communicates with the upper-level router. Figure 3 shows that the router architecture
consists of three important blocks: processor wrapper, scheduling module, and router
switch. The processor wrapper interfaces processing cores to the router, and the processor communicates to the other cores with two different packets: address and data (16-bit
each). These two packets are converted into router packet (40-bit) at the router port.
The scheduler prioritizes each core request based on arrival time and congestion. Based
on the scheduler’s decision, the router switch is enabled to complete the communication.
The output processor wrapper performs the exact opposite job of the input processor
wrapper. It converts the router packet to processor data and an address packet.
Figure 2(a) shows a 16-core architecture; each router hop has the same functionality.
Routers in Figure 2(a) are named as R[Router Level] [Router I D]; for example, R0 1
is a level 0 router with ID-1 and R1 0 is a level 1 router with ID-0. The R0 router
communicates with 4 cores and the level 1 router, whereas the R1 router communicates
with four level 1 routers and a level 2 router (the level 2 router is not considered in
this study). Therefore, intracluster communication is achieved by R0 (level 0) routers,
whereas intercluster communication is managed by R1 (level 1) routers. For example,
when core 11 communicates with core 2, the router path will be C → R0 2 → R1 0 →
R0 0 → B.
The many-core hardware has been fully implemented in both FPGA and ASIC. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show postlayout views for a single processor and router. The processor
and router are implemented using 65nm TSMC CMOS, 1V technology. Each router occupies 0.09mm2 and can operate up to 1GHz.
ACM Journal on Emerging Technologies in Computing Systems, Vol. 13, No. 1, Article 10, Publication date: June 2016.
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Fig. 3. Quad-core router architecture.

4.2. Attack Scenario

In this article, we first review the anomaly based on five features proposed in
Rajendran et al. [2010] to understand anomaly characteristics and implement an
efficient detection technique. The article implements different attack scenarios for
testing anomaly detection of the custom many-core router. The Trojan is implemented
at the design phase and activated internally. There are two different ways Trojans
can be activated internally: always-on and condition based. As the name suggests,
always-on Trojans are always active and can include malicious activity at any time,
whereas condition-based Trojans are activated under specific conditions. In this
article, condition-based Trojan activation is implemented on an internal logic state
after a particular number of core-to-core transfers or clock cycles.
Attacks on a many-core router can affect the network packet transfer rate, network/processing core availability, and interruption in core communication [Gebali et al.
2009]. The router (communication network) can be attacked externally, through a memory architecture interface or specialized core interface, or internally, by corrupting the
routing table to include traffic diversions, routing loops, and core spoofing attacks. All
three attacks are also called Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks, wherein a specific core
under attack is made unavailable.
—Traffic diversion attack: This is a very common attack in many-core router architecture. Under this attack, the router selects a random core to transfer the data. This
attack affects the deadline for the other cores, which are dependent on the attacked
transfer packet. For example, when a traffic diversion attack is triggered and core
11 is transferring to core 2, it alters the path to C → R0 2 → R1 0 → R0 1 → B
(Figure 5). Therefore, the router transfers data to core 6 instead of transferring it to
core 2.
—Routing loop attack: Under this attack, the packets are routed back to the sending
core. The sending core is made unavailable to other communicating cores, thereby
causing latency in other core transfers. Figure 6 shows that when a routing loop
attack is triggered and core 11 is transferring data to core 2, the router path is
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modified to C → R0 2 → R1 0 → R0 2 → C; that is, data packets are transferred
back to the source destination.
—Core spoofing attack: This attack transfers all packets to a randomly chosen (address)
destination. The attack saturates the core and makes it unavailable for other cores.
The attacker changes a single bit at the router hop (any level) to change the destination core address. Moreover, the attacker can also do physical attacks by varying
external environmental conditions such as clock frequency and voltage supply. To secure the router from the aforementioned attacks, we use different features. The feature
values are formulated based on hardware functionality to form an observation. The supervised model is trained based on these observations to detect an attack in real time.
4.3. Feature Extraction and Optimization

Collecting relevant data based on hardware behavior analysis is the first and most
important step in this research. Based on hardware behavior analysis, we initially
consider the following features for Trojan detection and then optimize the number of
features:
—Source core: Source core number.
—Destination core: Destination core number.
—Packet transfer path: Packet transfer between the two cores has a unique path. The
packet transfer path is altered in case of Trojan. In this article, we experiment on a
4 × 4 NoC (i.e., 16-core router architecture), with two-level router hop, and therefore,
the highest number of hops to be traveled by packet can be three for intercluster
communication.
—Distance: At each router hop, the distance vector is incremented by 1. For example,
when core 11 is transferring a packet to core 2, the distance vector is incremented at
R0 2 (distance = 1), R1 0 (distance = 2), and R0 0 (distance = 3). Since there will be
four vertices (three router hops and one processing core) and three edges, the highest
distance is 4.
—Dynamic power range: This feature will show the local (intracluster) and global
(intercluster) dynamic power range to predict an attack. In case of a route looping
attack, local dynamic power will be higher as compared to global.
—Execution time range: The many-core router runs at 1GHz (known variable); intracluster communication takes eight cycles, whereas intercluster communication needs
32 cycles to complete the packet transfer. Considering different traffic patterns, we
define a packet transfer time range between two cores. This feature is used to keep
track of the allowed execution time for the packet to reach the destination from the
source based on the distance.
—Clock frequency: This feature defines the maximum clock frequency at which manycore is running. This feature is used to avoid a physical (fault induction) attack.
—Supply voltage: This feature defines the least supply voltage required to run manycore. This feature is used to reduce a physical (fault induction) attack.1
Table II gives an example of expected test packets received from the router in case of
anomaly (Class 0) and without anomaly (Class 1) when the packet is transferred from
core 11 to core 2. Observation 3 shows a routing loop attack, whereas observations 4
and 5 show a core spoofing attack. In a good ML dataset, each feature must contribute
to the class (i.e., better correlation between feature and the class, but not among the
features). Therefore, for feature extraction, we first do feature correlation analysis
for relevant attribute selection. Relevant attribute selection will aid both increasing
1 Physical

attacks are performed when the attacker has access to the hardware.
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Table II. Example Observations from “Golden Dataset” for Real-Time Anomaly Detection
Features
/Obs
1
2

Source
Core
11
11

Dest.
Core
2
2

Route
0
C
C

Route
1
R0 2
R0 2

Route
2
R1 0
R1 0

Route
3
R0 0
R0 1

Route
4
B
B

Distance
4
4

Class
Secured
Anomaly

3

11

2

C

R0 2

0

0

C

2

Anomaly

4

11

2

C

R0 2

R1 0

R0 3

D

4

Anomaly

5

11

2

C

R0 2

0

0

A

2

Anomaly

Attack
Type
Traffic
Diversion
Route
Looping
Core
Address
Spoofing
Core
Address
Spoofing

Fig. 4. Feature extraction: Correlation between features and corresponding to the class.

the accuracy of Trojan detection and hardware implementation. Removing irrelevant
features will reduce the dataset, thereby decreasing resource utilization and memory
usage. Processing of features and reduction in memory transfers will reduce overall
latency of operations.
Figure 4 shows the correlation between various features of the feature set. It can
be observed that the distance feature is highly correlated with dynamic power and
execution time required for the packet transfer between the cores. Also, calculation of
dynamic power consumption in real time is complex. Therefore, dynamic power and
execution time features are not considered. Instead, we use source core, destination
core, packet transfer path, and distance features only for hardware implementation
and accuracy analysis in this article.
4.4. Algorithm Selection

We examine commonly used supervised and unsupervised ML algorithms for the secured many-core analysis. The Matlab statistics toolbox is used for implementation and
accuracy analysis. The training dataset consists of 216 different observations with eight
attributes and a binary class, whereas the test dataset consists of 203 observations.
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Fig. 5. Router behavior when exposed to traffic diversion attack: original feature data = [11,2,C,R0 2,
R1 0,R0 0,B,4]; after attack feature data = [11,2,C,
R0 2,R1 0,R0 1,B,4].

A. Kulkarni et al.

Fig. 6. Router behavior when exposed to routing
loop attack: original feature data = [11,2,C,R0 2,
R1 0,R0 0,B,4]; after attack feature data = [11,2,C,
R0 2,0,0,C,2].

The same dataset is used for accuracy, recall, and precision analysis of different ML
algorithms. Accuracy is calculated as the number of correctly labeled observations in
total labeled observations.
For machine-learning algorithms, accuracy is not the only measure to comment
on the efficiency of an algorithm. Some observations may be frequently misclassified
without much impact on accuracy. Therefore, we evaluate precision and recall. Precision and recall are calculated based on true negatives (i.e., test observation incorrectly
labeled as belonging to the positive class) and false positives (i.e., test observation
incorrectly labeled as belonging to the negative class). These two measures are very
important for algorithm selection. Precision calculates the number of relevant test
observations from retrieved observations, whereas recall calculates the number of
retrieved test observations from relevant test observations. A precision value of “1”
suggests that all relevant test observations are retrieved from the test, whereas a
recall value of “1” suggests that all retrieved test observations are relevant. We chose
the ML algorithm based on software and hardware complexity analysis. We perform
accuracy, precision, and recall analysis of both supervised and unsupervised learning
algorithms on software (using Matlab tools). Based on software analysis, we calculate
the hardware complexity of the chosen algorithms. Finally, the most accurate and
least hardware-complex algorithm is selected.
4.4.1. Analysis of Supervised Learning Algorithms. Figure 7 shows accuracy, recall, and
precision analysis on supervised algorithms. The analysis is performed for each attack
separately. Decision Tree has better detection accuracy among all supervised learning
algorithms for traffic diversion attacks. However, Decision Tree performs the worst for
core address spoofing attacks. The linear regression algorithm detects 97% of traffic
diversion attacks, but it performs better than only the K-NN-10 algorithm for core
address spoofing attack detection. K-NN is a very flexible algorithm and it has dataadaptive approach. Usually different values of k are tried to find the best prediction
algorithm. For example, in Figure 1(a), with three neighbors (inner circle), the test will
be predicted with an anomaly label, while with 11 neighbors (outer circle), the test prediction will be a nonanomalous label. However, the accuracy of Linear Regression and
ACM Journal on Emerging Technologies in Computing Systems, Vol. 13, No. 1, Article 10, Publication date: June 2016.
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Fig. 7. Analysis of machine-learning algorithms: SVM: Support Vector Machine, DT: Decision Tree, LR: Linear Regression, K-NN: K-Nearest Neighbors, EM: Estimation Maximization, HC: Hierarchical Clustering,KMC: K-Means Clustering, FF: Farthest First.

Support Vector Machines relies on underlying data patterns. As shown in Figure 1(c),
Linear Regression uses a simple dividing line based on least square function. Hence, KNN can adapt to islands of trained data; therefore, it gives better accuracy as compared
to Linear Regression. We experimented with the K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm with
different K (neighbors). It can be observed that K-NN-1 has better performance among
all other K-NN variations. Also, it can be observed that as we increase the k distance
detection, the accuracy of core spoofing attack decreases. The Decision Tree algorithm
performs better than Linear Regression irrespective type of attack. It has been also
observed that average accuracy of the Decision Tree algorithm performs better than
SVM. One of the reasons behind this is that the Decision Tree recursively partitions
ACM Journal on Emerging Technologies in Computing Systems, Vol. 13, No. 1, Article 10, Publication date: June 2016.
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the training dataset on which a test is made. Also, Decision Tree does entropy-based
ordering of features, where entropy is the impurity of the training dataset.
Though SVM relies on underlying data patterns, it works better than K-NN and
Linear Regression since it is an optimization problem and weighs support vectors
(training vectors that fall in the largest margin formed by a hyperplane) instead of
all features, unlike Linear Regression. Thus, SVM usually works better even in case
of a nonlinear training dataset. Furthermore, in SVM, accuracy is mainly based on
feature selection. The correlation analysis performed in Figure 4 helped us get better
accuracy for SVM. Therefore, SVM performs better than K-NN and Linear Regression
algorithms. It can be noticed that SVM has a detection accuracy in the range of 94%
to 97%; that is, it performs better irrespective of the type of attack. Also, average
precision and recall are in range of 0.9 to 1.0, which is comparatively better than other
classifiers. Therefore, the analysis suggests that SVM and K-NN perform better than
other algorithms.
4.4.2. Analysis of Unsupervised Learning Algorithm. As discussed earlier in Section 3.2, in
supervised learning algorithms, training data with class label is provided, whereas in
unsupervised learning, the training model is not provided with class label. Unsupervised learning usually does the clustering based on statistical properties of the data
only, whereas in supervised learning, the algorithm analyzes the labeled training data
and produces an inferred function, which is used for mapping new tests. Therefore,
in unsupervised learning algorithms, accuracy depends on compactness and separation of clustering. Hence, supervised learning algorithms are usually more accurate
than unsupervised algorithms. In this study, we consider four different unsupervised
learning algorithms. It has been observed that a route looping attack can be efficiently
detected by using Estimation Maximization, K-Means Clustering, and Farthest First
algorithms. However, none of the unsupervised algorithms could detect core spoofing
attacks efficiently. Though the Hierarchical Clustering algorithm performs the worst
irrespective of attacks, precision is highest for all three attacks.
K-Means Clustering is the only algorithm that performs better than K-NN-10. Accuracy of detection is in the range of 50% to 88% for unsupervised learning. Also, for most
of the algorithms, precision and recall values are all in the range of 0 to 0.6. Therefore,
we consider supervised learning algorithms for hardware implementation.
4.4.3. Hardware Complexity Analysis. In this section, we perform complexity analysis of
supervised learning algorithms. Classification of a test observation in supervised ML
algorithms involves two steps. The first kernel forms a supervised model using the
training dataset, whereas the second kernel involves predicting a test observation
based on a trained supervised model.
Assuming n training data, m test data, and p features, K-NN has complexity O( p)
to compute distance to one observation; therefore, it needs O(np) and O(knp) to find
the k nearest observations. Therefore, the K-NN algorithm is very expensive for large
training data. However, for the Decision Tree classifier (DTC), the training model is
formed by ID3 or an equivalent tree search algorithm. In a simple scenario, construction of a binary tree is O(np log(n)) and query time is O(log(n)). Therefore, considering
n nodes, Decision Tree’s learning complexity is O( pn2 log(n)) and prediction complexity
is independent of the training dataset. For Linear Regression, the learning model gives
a weight vector formed by the training dataset, whereas prediction complexity is based
on the testdata set and weight vector. The learning model is formed by matrix multiplication (with complexity of O( p2 n)), vector multiplication (with complexity of O( pn)),
and matrix inversion (with complexity of O( p3 )). The prediction model is calculated by
matrix-vector multiplication with complexity of (with complexity of O( pm)). Similar to
the LR algorithm, SVM prediction complexity is based on the test dataset and weight
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Table III. Time Complexity Analysis of Supervised ML Algorithms, Where n Is
the Size of Training Data, m Is the Size of Test Data, and p Is the Features
Complexity of
Learning Model
O( pn2 log(n))
O( p2 n)
O( pn3 )

Algorithm
K-NN
Decision Tree
Linear Regression
Support Vector Machine

Complexity of
Prediction Model
O(knp)
O(m)
O( pm)
O( pm)

Table IV. Hardware Complexity Analysis of Supervised ML Algorithms When Trained Offline, Where n Is
the Size of Training Data, m Is the Size of Test Data, and p Is the Features
Algorithm
K-NN
Decision
Tree
Linear
Regression
Support Vector
Machine

Multiplications
p× n× m
p×n

Subtractions
p× n× m
-

Additions
( p − 1) × n × m
n × 2 p+1 − 1

Comparisons
log2 n
-

Memory
Requirement
n× p
p

p2 × n + p3 /3
− p2 /2 + p/6
p×m

-

p2 (n − 1)
+( p3 /3 − p/3)
m × ( p − 1)

-

n× p

-

p

vector. For SVM, learning model complexity is mainly solving a quadratic problem,
whereas prediction time complexity is linear in the number of features and constant
in the size of training data.
Table III shows that in most of the supervised algorithms, the complexity of the
learning model is greater than the complexity of the prediction model. In order to
reduce hardware complexity, we train the model offline by using the “Golden Dataset.”
The “Golden Dataset” is created by emulating real traffic loads on many-core hardware
while randomly injecting anomaly on the routers and obtaining feature data for each
communication, based on the three types of attacks as discussed in Section 4.2. We
increased the training dataset size to examine the performance of the algorithm to a
point at which it reaches stability. The Golden Dataset consists of 60% feature data
without anomaly (class 1) and 40% feature data with anomaly (class 0). We consider 216
training observations and 203 testing observations for Matlab accuracy, precision, and
recall analysis (Figure 7) and hardware implementation. The Golden Dataset (training)
is built to detect the three attacks (as mentioned in Section 4.2) efficiently.
Table IV shows the hardware complexity of the supervised algorithms when training
is performed offline. For the K-NN algorithm, though training cannot be performed
offline, computation requirements are almost equal to the Decision Tree algorithm. LR
and SVM have the same computational and memory requirements as both algorithms
give weight vectors after training. The obtained weight vector is used to predict the test
class. Training the ML algorithm offline reduces two overheads: resource utilization
and execution time. Based on the complexity and detection accuracy analysis, SVM is
the best option among these algorithms.
4.5. Hardware Implementation of Support Vector Machine

Implementing hardware architecture for ML algorithms faces several challenges such
as preprocessing of features, computational model implementation, managing memory
transfers, and so forth. Usually, SVM is trained offline [Kim et al. 2012; Anguita et al.
2007]; that is, the support vectors are found offline and test vectors are predicted based
on support vectors online. In this study, SVM is trained by using the Golden Dataset.
To avoid overfitting and the bias/variance tradeoff, the Golden Dataset is built based
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Fig. 8. Architecture for (A) Support Vector Machine kernel and (B) example of dot product when feature
data consists of four features.

on the results obtained in Section 4.4.1. The offline training is performed by using
the Matlab toolbox and SVM Linear Library (liblinear-1.94). The SVM Linear Library
outputs support vectors and their coefficients. These outputs are used to obtain the
weight vector for the algorithm. The weight vector is converted to the appropriate
format (fixed point or integer), such that the binary point equivalent is closer to their
equivalent floating-point format. The floating-point arithmetic is complex and requires
more area; therefore, use of fixed-point arithmetic will avoid complex multipliers. Since
the SVM is trained offline using the Golden Dataset, it already knows the patterns
of communication with and without anomaly. The SVM uses the Golden Dataset to
formulate the function (in terms of weight vector and bias), and the test feature is then
mapped onto the function to detect an anomaly:
Anomaly Detection = W ∗ feature data + Bias Vector.

(1)

We consider source core, destination core, packet transfer path (router hop), and
distance features for anomaly detection. Two hundred and sixteen observations are
used to build the “Golden (Training) Dataset.” The weight vector is 6 × 1 for the quadcore router, whereas in the case of the 16-core router, it is 8 × 1 and each vector is
6-bit. The 6-bit bias is obtained from the training dataset. The SVM predicts an attack
on the router by using Equation (1). For large NoCs, the size of all features will remain
the same except the packet transfer path. The packet transfer path increases based
on the number of router hops the data packet is passing. Thus, feature data used for
anomaly classification in the SVM kernel will increase and therefore so will the weight
vector. For example, in the case of quad cores, we have six features, whereas in the
case of 16 cores we have eight features. Similarly, in the case of 64 cores, 10 features
are required. Also, in terms of memory usage, it only needs to store larger feature data
sizes. The memory usage and computational complexity are shown in Table IV and
depends on “p” (# features). Further implementation results in Section 5 indicate that
overhead due to the SVM kernel reduces as the network size increases.
If the feature data is scaled as described earlier and the SVM kernel is trained
with the new Golden Dataset containing scaled feature data, the accuracy remains
the same. The SVM architecture consists of three main blocks: test feature extraction,
SVM computation, and postprocessing, as shown in Figure 8. These three blocks are
interdependent and designed in a pipeline to reduce execution cycles. The input to
SVM is feature data, which is formed by router architecture. The quad-core router
feature data is 16 bits, whereas 16-core feature data is 27 bits. In the test feature
data extraction module, the feature data is separated to form each feature vector.
The feature vector is then padded with zero to match with the weight vector. The SVM
computation block consists of dot product and bias vector addition blocks. The predicted
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Fig. 9. Test setup of quad core. Trigger signal is used to attack router.

class is calculated by using Equation (1). Finally, the postprocessing block converts the
calculated predicted class to the binary class (i.e., feature data with anomaly or without
anomaly).
5. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
5.1. Efficient Security Versus Hardware Overhead

Placing an attack detection module precisely will reduce hardware overhead and yield
other system constraints. The security kernel is always considered as overhead; therefore, in this study, we reduce the overhead by examining security kernel behavior and
overall hardware overhead, at different hops in a many-core router. First, we implement a security kernel at the “level 0 (R0)” router hop. Since the 16-core router will
have four different “level 0” hops (i.e., quad cores), it will increase hardware overhead.
Placing an attack detection module at each hop increases the area and power consumption of the whole system but reduces detection time and overall dynamic power.
Section 5.2.1 gives a brief summary of quad-core security kernel implementation. We
then implement an attack detection module at a higher-level hop (level-1 R1). It not
only reduces hardware overhead but also increases the efficiency of traffic diversion
attacks. However, it has been observed that there exists a tradeoff between efficient
security and hardware overhead.
5.2. Hardware Test Setup

5.2.1. Quad-Core Setup. Figure 9 shows the quad-core test setup implemented on
Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA. The test setup consists of four important modules: (1) Traffic
Generation Module, (2) Router Architecture, (3) Attack Detection Module, and
(4) Attack Insertion Module.
The Traffic Generation Module generates intracluster traffic patterns. It generates
a source and destination core address at every state. At each state, there will be only
one source and one destination core. For each core-to-core communication, the Router
Packet is generated, which has data to be transferred and also the address of the
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Fig. 10. Test setup of 16 core: intracluster trigger is used to attack all level 0 (R0_0, . . . , R0_3) routers and
intercluster trigger is used to attack level 1 (R1_0) routers.

destination core. Feature Data is updated at each communication hop and contains
features discussed in Section 4.3. At the source core, Feature Data is updated with
two features (i.e., source core and destination core), and other feature vectors are
initialized as zeros. At each router hop, Feature Data updates other features (i.e.,
path and distance). Finally, at the destination router (i.e., before the destination core),
Feature Data is transferred to the Attack Detection Module, which is designed based
on the ML algorithm as discussed in Section 4.5.
We test our real-time postdeployment architecture for Trojan detection by emulating
the three attacks in hardware. The attack insertion module is condition based and
triggers the attack after either 100 clock cycles or eight Router Packet transfers. Upon
trigger, the destination core field in the Router Packet is altered to a random number
less than four. In case of attack, it corrupts router data, in turn corrupting the feature
data. The Attack Detection Module detects the attack using an SVM block. In case
of attack detection, the Attack Detection Module outputs 0 and this signal is sent
to the Traffic Generation Module to start a new transfer (i.e., the attacked packet is
dropped). However, in case of no attack, it sends a “Destination Core Enable” signal
to the destination core to accept the packet. Once the destination core has accepted
the packet, a “Core End” signal is sent to the Traffic Generation Module. Finally, upon
receiving the “Core End” signal, the Traffic Generation Module starts a new transfer.
The test setup consists of only a level 0 router and cores are replaced with fake cores.2
The security kernel overhead is due to the Attack Detection Module and peripheral
combinational logic. The Traffic Generation Module is not considered for calculating
security kernel overhead.
5.2.2. 16-Core Test Setup. Figure 10 shows the 16-core real-time anomaly detection
framework, which is similar to the quad-core anomaly detection framework shown in
2 Consists

of input/output logic with registers.
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Table V. Area Analysis on Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA
Quad-Core∗

16-Core 3
Logic
With
SVM
With
16SVM
Available
Utilization
SVM
Quad-Core
Kernel
SVM
Core
Kernel Resources
Slice Count
293
261
25
1,967
1,938
27
75,900
Register Count
304
246
54
2,176
2,098
60
607,200
LUT Count
765
704
49
4,407
4,350
51
303,600
Distributed
392
389
2
2,432
2,427
2
130,800
Memory Count
*Note that the numbers for quad-core and 16-core are only for the routers and interface with
processors.
Table VI. Dynamic Power Analysis on Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA at 100MHz Operating Frequency with
the Static Power for All Three Designs at 0.207 Watt
Quad-Core 3 (mW )

Clocks
Logic
Wires/Nets
IOs

With
SVM
6.96
1.48
10.92
0.36

Quad-Core
6.42
1.42
10.92
0.35

SVM
Kernel
0.6
0.08
0.17
0.03

With
SVM
26.4
4.22
10.12
0.71

16-Core 3 (mW )
16Core
26.1
4.19
10.08
0.71

SVM
Kernel
0.6
0.13
0.17
0.03

Figure 9, except in the 16-core detection framework, the Attacker Insertion Module
includes malicious activity at level 0 and level 1 of the router. Therefore, the router
packets are attacked during intracluster and intercluster communications. The feature
data is updated at each router hop when the processor instruction packet transfers the
data to the other core. The feature data is 27 bits long and consist of eight features.
For both quad-core and 16-core frameworks, we consider that all routers are malicious and the Trojan can be triggered on routers using the Attack Insertion Module.
For quad-core, a “Trigger” signal is used for level 0 router attack. For 16-core, the “Intracluster Trigger” signal is used to attack level 0 router communications, while the
“Intercluster Trigger” signal is used for level 1 router communications.
5.3. Results and Discussions

Both quad-core and 16-core test setups are fully placed and routed in Xilinx Virtex-7
FPGA. The quad-core operates at 140MHz and takes 12 clock cycles to transfer the
packet to the other core with security prediction. The machine-learning kernel takes
three clock cycles to predict anomaly in the transferred packet (i.e., 1/4 of the total cycles
required for the data transfer). The 16-core processor operates at 128MHz and takes
16 cycles to communicate between two cores including security predictions. For both
test setups, we observe that the SVM kernel classification accuracy of the hardware is
the same as that of Matlab simulation results mentioned in Figure 7.
Table V consists of area analysis for the SVM kernel, which is the Support Vector
Machine algorithm implemented in the Attack Detection Module, and also quad-core
and 16-Core routers with and without the SVM kernel to show the security overhead.
Quad-core and 16-Core with the SVM kernel consist of routers and interface with processors, including the Attack Insertion Module, SVM kernel (Attack Detection Module),
and other interfaces consisting of multiplexers and de-multiplexers (shown in Figures 9
and 10). The table also shows different types of resources and their available count for
Xilinx Virtex-7 (7VX485T) FPGA. The memory requirement for the SVM kernel is #
features ×# Bits as described in Table IV, where feature size for 16-core is eight and
the bit size is 8, that is, 64 bits stored in LUTs. The distributed memory used for the
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Table VII. Comparison of Security Framework with Previous Work, Where S = # Slices, R = # Registers, L = #
LUTs; Both Virtex-6 and Virtex-7 Slices Contain Four LUTs and Eight Flip-Flops

Cotret et al. [2012a, 2012b]
Diguet et al. [2007]
This Work
Quad-Core
This Work
16-Core

Platform
Kernel
Virtex-6
Virtex-6
Virtex-7

Area
Overhead
S×138+R×123+L×293
S×10750
S×32+R×58+L×61

Latency
Overhead
(Cycles/Communication)
8
3

Power
Overhead
0.61mW

Virtex-7

S×29+R×78+L×57

3

0.37mW

SVM kernel is the shift register, whereas for routers, it’s a dual-port memory register
used for input/output buffers. For the design we are not using Block RAMs in routers
or an SVM kernel.
The feature packet contains information that is updated at each router hop (e.g., as
shown in Table II and Figures 5 and 6). The feature data is transferred through separate
buses from one hop to another hop and then to the SVM kernel. The overhead analysis
includes the additional bus for feature data. Therefore, feature data will introduce area
overhead and does not affect the bandwidth of the router.
Table V shows the trend for security overhead when the number of cores increases.
The SVM kernel (Attack Detection Module) resource usage is very small in both quadcore and 16-core implementations. However, as the number of cores and routers increases, the total area required by the many-core and security framework is mainly
dominated by the many-core routers rather than security overhead. From Table VII, it
is observed that the area overhead is reduced in the 16-core compared to the quad-core
implementation. Therefore, we project that the area overhead will be very small for a
larger-sized network.
The Distributed Attack Detection framework can be implemented for large NoC
architectures by placing an SVM kernel at every router level. Each SVM kernel will
detect intracluster attack separately and hence there will be a reduction in the latency
of operations. Also, since the area requirement for the SVM kernel is very little as
compared to the router architecture, concern for area or power bottlenecks doesn’t
arise.
Table VI shows dynamic power consumption for the SVM kernel and quad-core, and
16-core routers with and without an SVM kernel. The power consumption is obtained by
using Xilinx XPower tool analysis, where inputs to XPower are UCF (User Constraint
File) and SAIF (Switching Activity Interchange Format). The static power remains the
same (0.207W) for all designs when implemented on Virtex-7 (7VX485T) FPGA and
it is not included in results. The SVM kernel consumes 1% and 3% power of the total
framework for 16-core and quad-core, respectively.
Table VII shows the area, latency, and power overhead with proposed security framework for the quad-core and 16-core platform. The area and power overhead results are
obtained by subtracting the numbers for quad-core with SVM and quad-core only (similarly for 16-Core) in Tables V and VI, respectively. The latency overhead is calculated
by using a counter, which runs at router frequency. The counter is enabled when the
data packet reaches the destination (desired or replaced) core. It counts the number
of clock cycles until the output from the Attack Detection Module (SVM prediction) is
available.
The Traffic Generation Module produces 203 test scenarios. For each test scenario,
the latency overhead of three clock cycles is observed, which includes transferring the
feature packet to the SVM kernel, detecting SVM Attack, and enabling the destination
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core based on attack detection decision. The quad-core takes nine cycles to communicate
between two cores; therefore, it takes 12 clock cycles to transfer a packet from one core
to the other including security prediction. Sixteen-core takes 16 clock cycles to transfer
a packet including attack detection. Thus, we calculated latency overhead to be 18%
and 25 % for quad-core and 16-core respectively.
5.4. Comparison with Previous Work

Table VII compares the FPGA resource (in terms of slices, registers, and LUTs) utilization and latency overhead of this work with previous work. Cotret et al. [2012a]
proposed a runtime security solution for interfaces between IPs, whereas Cotret et al.
[2012b] proposed a security solution for both boot and runtime protection. Both architectures target three main attacks: Spoofing, Relocation, and Replay attacks. In Cotret
et al. [2012b], the boot protection is implemented by SHA-256 crypto core and in Cotret
et al. [2012a, 2012b], runtime protection is implemented by two important kernels:
local firewalls (LFs) and crypto firewalls (CFs). All the resources (IPs, processors, and
internal memories) are connected to a bus based on the AXI communication standard.
Each resource is connected to an LF, whereas external memory is connected through
a CF. Each firewall consists of a Security Builder (SB) and Firewall Interface, where
SB manages security policies. Also, each firewall has its own Block RAM and reconfiguration port to redefine security policies. In our proposed design, we do not consider
to protect the system through external communications. Therefore, we compare our
architecture with only LF.
Diguet et al. [2007] presents an architecture based on simple network interfaces
implementing distributed security rule checking and separation between security and
application channels. The aim of the design is to reconfigure a system for secure communications. It considers Hijacking, Extraction of Secret Information, and Denial of
Service (Replay, Incorrect path, Deadlock, Livelock) attacks. It proposes three different configurations such as Standard Network Interface (SNI), SNI: IP configuration
and SNI: SCM (Security and Configuration Manager) configuration. SNI is based on a
single channel with end-to-end flow controls based on credit exchanges between IPs.
This configuration is closely matched with our proposed architecture; thus, we compare our proposed architecture with this configuration. While looking at comparisons,
one should also consider that Diguet et al. [2007] perform experiments with 4 × 3
two-dimensional mesh router consisting of 12 router hops, whereas the proposed architecture has hierarchical routers. Therefore, it consists of only one router hop for
quad-core and five router hops for 16-core processors. Also, both Virtex-6 and Virtex-7
slices contain four LUTs and eight flip-flops.
Compared to Cotret et al. [2012a], the area overhead of this work is approximately
3.7 times smaller. For Diguet et al. [2007] and comparing only the slice overhead, our
work is 300 times smaller. Fiorin et al. [2008] does not report a related overhead result
in terms of area, power, and latency and we didn’t include this in the comparison
table. The proposed architecture takes only three extra cycles to detect an anomaly
in communication between two cores (on-chip), whereas previous work [Cotret et al.
2012a] takes eight extra cycles. Cotret et al. [2012a], Diguet et al. [2007], and Cotret
et al. [2012b] comment on security overhead for benchmark applications in terms of
area, power, and latency, but they have limited information on the accuracy of the
framework. Our proposed work achieves 95% to 97% anomaly detection accuracy.
6. CONCLUSION

In this article, we present a low-overhead security framework for a custom many-core
router by using machine-learning techniques. We assume that processing cores and
memories are safe, and anomaly is included only through the router. The attack corACM Journal on Emerging Technologies in Computing Systems, Vol. 13, No. 1, Article 10, Publication date: June 2016.
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rupts the router packet by changing the destination address. It can be traffic diversion,
route looping, or core spoofing attack. We built the “Golden Dataset” based on hardware feature analysis and anomaly insertion effects. In this study, we experimented
with commonly used supervised and unsupervised machine-learning techniques. It has
been observed that most of the supervised techniques have anomaly detection accuracy
more than 90%; however, unsupervised techniques fail to efficiently detect Trojans. We
chose Support Vector Machine (SVM) to be implemented on hardware based on accuracy, recall, and precision analysis on Matlab and hardware complexity analysis. To
test our framework, the Attack Insertion Module is implemented to insert a conditionbased attack. The frame is fully placed and routed on Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA. The SVM
implementation on hardware has low power and area overhead. In the 16-core router
framework, SVM consumes only 0.37mW (1%) of the total power and utilizes less than
1% of overall FPGA resources. For the quad-core router framework, it takes 18% of
the total execution time to detect an anomaly and it has 3% power and 9% area overhead. Compared to previous anomaly detection frameworks, the proposed framework
achieves 65% reduction in area overhead and is 3 times faster. The proposed security
framework has a detection accuracy of up to 97% for three expected attacks; however,
in the future, the proposed framework can be modified to learn unexpected attacks
using online learningtechniques.
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